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Art prof's 55-foot tall
statue takes over
Windsor, Ohio p. 4

Halloween's history
dates back
p. 6
to 800 A.D.

The University of Texas - Pan American

44th Year, No. 8

( News ShortsJ
For Your
Information
Today - FIRBA will have a
panel di scussion on "Different
Nationalities' Perspective on the
Effects of Membership in Common Markets and/or Trade
Blocks" at noon in BA 110.
The Philosophy Club will have
a guest speaker, Dr. Tom Pearson
at noon in LA 111 . The lecture
is titled " Is Professional Ethics an
Oxymoron?"
Saturday -The Catholic Campus Ministry will have a haunted
house tonight and on Halloween
from 8 p.m. to midnight at 1615
W. Kuhn St., located one block
west of Emilia Schunior Ramirez
Hall. Cost is $2 per person.
Sunday-Phi Kappa Theta presents "Fright Night" at 8 p .m. at
Hot Spots with $1,000 in prize ,
everyone 18 and over is wel come.

State
According to a Harte-Hanks
Texas Poll, retired Gen. Colin
Powell will recieve 52% of the
vote if the election wa held today. Clinton would only recieved
28% of the vote. Powell is favored over leading Republican
candidates Bob Dole and Phil
Gramm.

Nation
The pilot of the American
cummuter plane that crashed
last Dec. 13 in North Carolina
is determined at fault for the
accident. Micheal Hillis assumed that an engine had failed,
then failed to follow proper procedures for engine failure. All
but five passengers died in the
crash.

(\I;)

World

A strong earthquake which
measured 6.5 on the Reitcher
scale rocked the Yunnan province in southwestern China
Tuesday. At least 29 poeple died
and an additional I 00 were injured.

Great Pumpkin scares up fun
Bands, contests, and booths
guarantee fun for all
Omar Gonzalez
Feature Editor

Ghouls and goblins will haunt Carnival of the Great
Pumpkin from? p.m. to 11 p .m. Saturday in the Field
House.
The opening act for the Carnival will be the Dead
Hippies with the entertainment of La Fuerza following
close behind.
According to Garcia, UPB would like to get bands
that will draw in the community and please them as
well. There will also be a contest for best booth and
best costume. Students will sign up at the door for the
best costume.
Sponsored by the University Program Board, the
annual event i a fund raiser for campus organizations.
This year 28 booths will offer taste-tingling treats,
pocketbook-tempting fun and games, cash prize for
outstanding booths and best costumes, and live entertainment.
The Dead Hippies will be the opening act for the carnival, followed by La Fuerza.
As an incentive, three special activities will be available to anyone purchasing food from four booths or
playing games at three booths.
"The bouncing boxing, manlike and umo wrestling
will be free if people buy from four food booth or
three game booths," UPB President Dalinda Garcia
said. "This works a an incentive so that organizations
can sell. The Great Pumpkin is a wonderful opportunity for organizations to gain financial capacity."
First place prize for the best booth will be $75; second place, $50 and third, $25.The opening act for the
Carnival will be the Dead Hippies with the entertainment of La Fuerza following clo e behind.
According to Garcia, UPB would like to get bands
that will draw in the community and please them a
well. There will also be a contest for best booth and
best co tume. Students will sign up at the door for the
best costume. One $50 prize will be awared.
Each booth will' give participants tickets which they
can trade in for the pecial activities. It will be left to
the di cretion of the organizations as to how much food
The Pan American/Liza Longoria
must be purchased or how much money must be pent
Al Crixel, lead singer of Frontline, a student band, croons to the audience during their
in order to earn a ticket.
Monster Bash Tuesday night.
See pumpkin, p. 2 performance at the
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UPB head learns to balance school and work
Kathy Clemente
Staff Reporter

Being able to juggle home, work and
school schedules can be extremely tiring .
And for a single parent. the work-load can
become even more tiring. As a single parent and UPB president. Dalinda Garcia,
has found that although hard, the work is
also very rewarding.
Garcia e njoy s the motivation her fellow
members have, and it keeps her motivated
as well. She e ncourages students to participate and suggests ideas the organization cou ld possibly consider.
"The UPB doors are always open for
stud ent volunteers and stud ents with
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ideas." Garcia said. "It is a lot of fun and
provides good programming to the campus."
The board has conducted many event
since the beginning of the fall emester,
and ha Ye many events planned for the future.
"The organization has ideas for the campus that will add a diver e life tyle to the
university," Garcia, a psychology major,
said.
"'The board is involved with a lot of activities that add diversity to the school, but
at the same time educate the students.''
For example. the Monster Ba h, planned
as a pre-halloween party, offered free food
and entertainment. Saturday the Carnival

of the Great Pumpkin wll take place.
Garcia wa elected president last April,
but before becoming president she had
erved a vice pre, ident for general member , chair of special event and co-chair
of diver ion .
"I like to keep moving around and l'm
very active with campus activitie ," he
aid.
Garcia i involved in extracurricular
acti vities, uch as playing on a co-ed softball team for a Pharr League and erving
a parliamentarian at her daughters Parent Teacher A sociation (PTA). An outdoor type, she al o like to go hunting.
fishing. and camping.

See Garcia, p. 3

International night '95
kicks off culture array
Jessy Coder
Editor

Are you wild about Greek food,
crazy about oom pah pah or just
plain love a foriegn country, then
brush off you Lederhosen and shake
out your sari because the International Students Association has a deal
for you.
All students (not just international
students), faculty and staff are invited
to join the association in a celebration of international cultures, International Night 1995, at 7 p.m. Nov.
11, in the Media Theater.
You do not have to be an international student to participate. Participants can represent a their favorite
country by either dancing, cooking
or modeling a typical outfit.
To sign up contact Rina Roberts,
head resident of the Women's Residence Hall, or Erica Mendez at the
dorms 381-2591.
Unique dancing, beautiful singing.
acting, and a service bar filled with
foods from different countries
around the world are the main attractions of this event. .
"\-Ve encourage anybody who

wants to participate," Roberts said.
"Anyone can sign in for dancing,
singing, acting or cooking. We will
greatly appreciate it, and so will everyone else."
According to Alejandro Galindo,
a member of the International Students' Association, the purpose of
this organization is to unite and promote the various cultures represented on campus.
The organization's second mission
is to provide international students
with the assistance to cope with their
new homes.
''As international students, we
have been through this tough road
and have the knowledge and experience to make it easier for newcomers," said Galindo.
With the participation of the ISA
members and the support of students
and faculty, the event fosters a
multicultural campus life for the
benefit of the student body as a
whole.
''Basically, we [ISA] have activities, and at the meetings we take
different
presenting
turns
See Night, p. 2
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Pumpkin from p. 1_ _

Organizations with food booths
are Juventude Hispafia, tamales;
Accounting Society, chalupas;
Music Educators National Conference, popcorn; Alpha Kappa Psi,
fajita tacos; American Advertising
Federation, cotton candy; Circle K
International , pizza; Bilingual
Education Student Organization,
nachos; Student Council of Exceptional Children, hot dogs; Social Work Student Association,
candy apples; Resident Hall Association, com in a cup; and History Club, Frito pie.
Game booths include Juventude
Hi spafiia, marriage booth; Accounting Society, treasure hunt,
Ps i Chi, tarot reading; Alpha
Kappa Psi, jail and bail ; Ameri-

can Advertising Federation, hayride; Clinical Lab Science, neon
necklaces and gross things in a
box; SGA, sponge toss; Bacchus/
Gamma, water balloon toss.
Also, students engaged in socio1o gical studies, can crushing ;
Circle K International, mini golf;
Anthropology Club, bottle fishing ; BESO, ring toss; Student
Council of Exceptional Children,
pie toss; Social Work Student Association, photo booth; American
Society of Mechanical Engineers,
darts; and History Club,
bean bag toss.
The carnival will be held in the
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WE CA HELP YOU with your research paper, resume, essays, and much
more. J.A.B. Typing Service, 5843236 or 994-4294.
CO TRACT

Beautiful A VON products for
Christmas! Need extra money? Call
262-2867 or 383-6793.

Contact Meredeth Markham at 381-2541 it you have any questions.
'.

Technical reports Resumes
Graph s /Tables
Manuscripts
Dissertations
Newsletters
Theses
Brochures

New Course for Spring, 1996
SPECIAL TOPICS in Substance Abuse REHS 4350.01
Tuesday 5:45 - 8:25 p.m.
Offered by the Rehabilitative Services Program
Dr. Jane Newman, instructor
call 316-7041 for further information

Come see us at South Texas Book & Supply
1516 W. University Dr.
380-0345

Pro-riding choices in Reproductive Health Care

Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd 'Jmnester)
Morning After Treatment
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs • Adoption Services
For Information Call:
(210) 428-6242 or (210) 428-6243
Valley: l-800-464-1011 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287
Littnud by the Texcu Department of Health

temational Students' Association
representative.
"You have a Jot to offer and a
book cannot express what you
have to tell us about your own
country," Galindo said. "Come
help us make International Night
1995 possible."

'
•
,

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Travel the
world while earning an excellent income
in the Cruise Ship & Land-Tour industry.
Seasonal & full-time employment available. o exp necessary. for info. call l206-634-0468 ext. C58632.

MACINTOSH COMPUTER for sale.
Complete system including printer only
$499. Call Chris at 1-800-665-4392 ext.
9030.

Bidding proposals, plans and specifications may be obtained at the prebidders' conference or by contacting
the district maintenance office at 210702-6132 in Pharr after the pre-bid
conference date.

CONTRACT NO. 216XXM3005.

Notice to contractors of proposed work.
The Texas Department of Transportation, District Office, 600 West Expressway 83, Pharr, Texas, will accept sealed
eed help with research papers? Essays? bids for NEW INSTALLATION OF
Qualified tutor. B.S.,M.A. 630-3492.
CONCRETE SIDEW ALKAND CONCRETE CURB. Work will be performed
CO TRACT 0. 216XXM7017. Noon FM 396 in HIDALGO CO. (06).
tice to contractors of proposed work. The
Bids will be received no later than 5:00
Texas Department ofTransportation, Disp.m., 11/14/95 and then publicly read at
trict Office, 600 West Expressway 83,
2:30 p.m., 11/15/95. All prospective
Pharr, Texas, will accept sealed bids for
bidders are encouraged to attend the
LANDSCAPE AND RETAINING
pre-bidders, conference which will be
WALL. Work will be performed on US
held at 2:30 p.m., 11/1/95 at the above
83 in Hidalgo Co. (DIST OFC). Bids will
mentioned address. Bidding proposals,
be received no laterthan 5:00p.m., 11/14/
plans and specifications may be ob95 and then publicly read at 10:30 a.m.,
tained at the pre-bidders' conference or
11/15/95. All prospective bidders are
by contacting the District Maintenance
encouraged to attend the pre-bidders' conOffice at 210-702-6132 in Pharr after
ference which will be held at 10:30 a.m.,
the pre-bid conference date.
11/1/95 at the above mentioned address .

_

Apply For A Part Time Job At The
Desert Bloom Bookstore.
Send a resume along with a description of your
favorite book or author to:
2104 E Griffin Pkwy
Mission, TX 78572

s

eproduetive Services
In a ssociation with Adoption AJ:liliates

0. 216XXM2008.

otice to contractors of Proposed work.
TheTexasDepartmentof
Transportation,District Office,600
West Expressway 83, Pharr, Texas,
will accept sealed bids for CLEAN
A D SWEEP HIGHWAYS. Work
will be performed on US 83, Etc. in
Hidalgo, Etc. Co. (02). Bids will be
receivednolaterthan5:00p.m., 11/14/
95 and then publicly read at I :30 p.m.,
11/15/95. All prospective bidders are
encouraged to attend the pre-bidders'
conference which will be held at I :30
p.m., 11/1/95 at the above mentioned
address. Bidding proposals, plans and
specifications may be obtained a the
pre-bidders' conference or by contacting the district maintenance office at
210-702-6132 in Pharr after the prebid conference date.

All students are invited to submit their best color
photo portraying a Chri~tmas theme. Deadline
for entries is Dec. 3, 1995.
$20 will be awarded to one winner.
A special Christmas issue will highlight the best
photos submitted in a Pan American photo
spread.
....

Those who are interested in participating in this fun-filled event
can stop in on one of the meetings
at 4: 30 p. m. Thursdays on the third
floor of the Womens' Residence
Hall, or can call 381-2591 (Thursday from 4:30-5:30 p.m.) and ask
for Roberts or Mendez, or an In-

CLASSIFIEDS

First ever Pan American
Photo Contest!

Angel Wings Publications
S p ecializing in:

Pf

Night from p. 1_ __
celebrations in different countries," Roberts said .
This event is already being organized by ISA, and the group
would really appreciate the support and help of those who participate, Roberts said.
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Garcia from p. 1_ __
What interests Garcia most is
the happiness of her daughter,
Mariana. Her daughter is in eighth
grade and involved in activities
such as a member of National Junior Honor Society, Builder's Club,
Honor's Band. Garcia's advice on
being a single parent is to love
your child and provide them with
the best that is within your ability.
"My daughter is the sunshine of
my life," Garcia said.

Field House because of unpredictable weather. In the past, the event
had been rained out.
"The cash prizes are tentative,"
Judy Melchor, chair of diversions,
said. "I'm looking into getting
more money for the winners."
Organizations with booths can
set up at 8 a.m., Saturday at the
Field House.
"The Carnival of the Great
Pumpkin is a great community
event," Garcia said. "It brings in
families. Being indoors, it provides more security for
everyone."
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Student C~t $5 • Regular Cut $7
Open Monday - Saturday • 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
1603 W. University, Suite 5 • Edinburg

UfPA Classes Forming Now f.Ur Dec !' LSAf.

Thursdays only
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''
the price of
a good
sandwich
just got
lower.''

ITIH

STUDENT APPRECIATION MONTH
Is it the sound of that whispery voice, or those big, intellectual words? If your professors are putting you
to sleep, Revive with Vivarin~ Don't let fatigue get the best of you. Vivarin's• the safe
way to stay mentally alert, with the same caffeine as about two cups of coffee.

Buy any 6" Sub and regular drink at
regular price and get a second 6" sub of
equal or lesser price for 69¢ any day,
any time.
Good at Edinburg store only!
Not good in combination with any other offer

So stay sharp in class. Don't sleep your way to the bottom.

C1995

SIJ~::;;.=:;,m

Each tablet contains 200 mg of caffeine. equal to about two cups of coffee Use only as dwected

Revtvewith

380-2625
102 S. 2nd St. • Edinburg
(Across from UTPA)

j
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CARNIVAL

FTHE

GREAT PUMPKIN
,

J IN US F RFUN, FOOD, GAMES, AND LIVEENTERTAINMENT
Saturday, O ct. 28 , 1995 • Atthe UT-Pan American Field House• Fr m 7 p.m. t

11 p.m.

Sponsored bythe University Program Board
You r Student Service Fees at work!!
Office of Student Development, Divi ion of Student Affairs.
If pecia] accommodations are necessary, please call the Student Activities Office at 381-3676
at lea t 5 day prior to the event o that appropriate arrangements can be made.

RESTAURAN T , ENTERTAINM ENT CENTER
UT-PfiN-fiM G~EEI< NIGHT
EVERY THOitSDAY

■:~1itffiffff~ii5Htl!B
TONIGHT

'PRESEttl

TttE flNflL GREEK OLYMPIC COMPETmON

cf> K 0 • .1 Z · A. S. M. E. • P K T

FOR $1000 IN CfiSH • PRIZES

AH

HE GENTLEMEN 0
PHI KAPPA THETA
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SHIMER BOCK fill NIGHT
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SundalJ Oclo6er 29, 1995
COSTUME CONTEST CASH & PRIZES OF $1000.00

·n1 i J
25c D,aft, 811 D,inkr and w
TQ1IOP.f.l.
tl.25 Shina, Bock Au IJ1at,1

PARTY
Tuesday, October 31, 1995
$2,500 in Cash & Prizes
Best Costumes
50¢ Miller Draft & Frozen Margaritas
8- 10 p.m.
$1.50 12 oz. B udlight all night
No cover till 10 p.m.
Halloween munchies
price
1/2
Halloweenies, blood-shot eyeballs, Hot "Bat"
Wings

Dance, Retro & Rock

Free SUMO wrestling
8 p.m. to 9 p.m.

K

Plus "HOLYSMOKE"
performing live

,
,
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Opening reception for the BFA exhibit by Gloria A. Perrin from 7 p.m. to
9 p.m. Monday in the Fine Arts Gallery, Room 135

Spiritual statue reaches heavenly proportions
professor of art , finally completed
an
mounumental undertaking in
Staff Reporter
the Mid west.
About three years ago, Ed and
It took more than two years and
counties'> hours of work, but this Pat Hynes a ked Hyslin to consummer, Richard Hyslin , associate truct a statue of La Virgen de
Gu ad a I u p e .
The structure
was to be
placed on their
55 acre religiou s retreat
located
in
Windsor, Ohio,
about 35 miles
Ray Quiroga

At first, not even the Hyneses
knew the immense proportions of
the structure. Upon seeing the
other statues in their proposed
sanctuary, a man named Tony
Zuniga, the Hyneses' friend and
Valley native, to Id the H yneses the
story of the La Virgen de
Guadalupe
"Tony told the Hyneses that the
Virgin had to be big," Hyslin said .
By that, the Hyneses thought
Zuniga meant the figure would
stand about seven feet tall. However, Zuniga meant the statue
should be huge. In fact the statute
is 50 feet tall, more than seven

Above: Professor Hyslin works on the
angel's head.
Left: After t wo long yea rs of w ork, the
sculpture is finshed.

Marisela's Ropa Usada
Now Buying Used Levis Jeans &..
Name Brand Used Tennis Shoes.
Come By For Quick Cash!
2245 Austin
(210) 631-1244

McAllen, TX 78501

Wd

~

Open : Tues. - Fri.
9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sat. by Appt.
Closed Mondays

By Appointment only

380-6588
2014 W. University Dr.
Edinburg

Minority B_iomedi9al Res~~rch Support Program Job Advertisement
The Minority Biomedical Research Support Program is currently accepting application for
Graduate and Undergraduates Research As istant . Students mu t be enrolled full time.
alary i $7800/year, plus $900 for tuition and fees for graduates, $6200/year for undergraduates. Apply at the MBRS Program Office, Gloria Gilpatrick, LA 358 or call 381-3546.

times tallerthan the Hyneses imagined.
When Hyslin was approached to
do this statue, he realized that it
would be a great experience. However, there were some conflicts. To
dedicate the attention the project
would need, Hyslin gave up important committee seats at the art department. After a heart-to-heart
discussion with his wife, he decided to take on this momentous
task.
Hyslin began the project at his
studio by constructing the steel
skeleton of the Virgin.
"I spent approximately eight
months on the steel rebar alone,"
Hyslin said.
He did the statue in small sections and then shipped it to Ohio.
It took three large emis to haul this
portion of the project.
Hyslin and his crew then went
to Ohio to finish the project. Most
of his crew who participated in
helping Hyslin construct the mammoth figure con i ted of former
and current UTPA art majors Eloy
Rodriguez, Juan Rodriguez, Brian
Wedgworth and Luis Valderas.
"I was able to get the commission outside the University, so students were unable to receive class
credit for their participation. But
instead, they got more than that.
They received the experience and
the knowledge that comes from
doing a project like this; something
that will definitely look good on
their resumes."
At first their were plans to construct the Virgen on a small island
in the middle of a lake, but do to

Special to the Pan American/Richard Hyslin

Above: The steel skelton of the statue towers over the
students.

logistical problems, the tatue wa
constructed on the main land. The
other main difference from the
original plans was the height of the
figure. Zuniga wanted the figure
to stand thirty-three, representing
each year of Christ's life. But do
to the proportion of the figure,
Hyslin found it impossible to keep
that height.
The structure was build from the
inside-out . it is anchored twentytwo feet below the surface of the
earth. Along with the difficu lties

of building the statue itself, Hyslin
and his crew had to deal with natural elements as well. Amount them
were high winds and thunderstorms. When asked what was the
best thing that came out of the
project, Hyslinjokingly answered,
"No one got killed."
By project's end, the structure
weighed more than 80,000 pounds
and is insured for more than
2,000,000 dollars. A popular art
instructor, Hyslin has now returned
to what he enjoys, teaching.
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Resumes (Full Service)
Cover letters
AppliC<:Jti<?n/Form Fill-In
Transcription

TANNING SALON

Massage •Beach Attire • Tanning Supplies

• Reports/Term Papers
• Laser Printing
• Typesetting
• Notary and Fax Service

504 N. 10th St. B · McAllen
(behind Tokyo Sushi Bar)

6 82- 2088

Other ServicesAvaila ble
Confidential

• Low Ra te s • Experience
Online Professional
Services, Inc.

Biology.

o~l-11·11T

~~? . THE GM' . LIMITED . EXPRESS.

CI!~!
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_ _ . _____

~!vii.

Professional Plaza . 4305 North Tenth, Suite F

Dr. Farooqui: 2 undergraduates position available.
Students will ultimately contribute to all phases of the project; this includes literature
~eview, hypothe es formation, research methodology and design, data collection and
interpretation, and in trumentation kills. Should have completed courses in
biochemistry; working knowledge of preparation and use of chemical solution·
experience in animal handling, especially rats.
'
Dr. Gunn : l graduate position available.

~~
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Graduate research a sistant to carry out cytogenetic investigations of variou tick cell
lines. The individual must be broadly trained in biology and chemistry and will be
expected to becom_e profici~nt at t~rile ti~ ue culture, microdissection, karyotypic and
chromosome bandmg technique , light microscopy, and data analysis.

Sociology: 1 graduate position available.
Mature graduate student with excellent per onal communication skill in Spanish and
English to do fieldwork interview in the McAllen area. Good stati tical background
e ssential for long term po ition but not for hort term until July.
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SPECIALIZING IN HANDMADE FLOUR TORTILLAS
MRS. G'S OWN HOMEMADE RECIPES,
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ACROSS FROM UTPA
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:ALL INSTANT NOODLESl~(~ :
: ALL NATURAL JUICES !r! r!C?. :

L--------------------~
1700 N. 10th • Flamingo Plaza • McAllen, TX
Hours: M·F 9 AM • 9 PM • S·S 9 AM • 7 PM
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ON YOUR
FOOD BUDGET

EXTRA LONG HOT DOG
COMBO
Regular fries & 20 oz. drink
Cheese 30¢ extra

Banana
Split 99¢
These low price specials show our appreci·ati· c
Th k
f
.
on 1or your
·
b usmess.
an you or stoppmg by our store.
Cash only, no bills over_$ 2 Q

;,

l~~

•ELECTRICAL
APPLIA CES
•FLORAL DECOR
•HOME DECOR
•VEGETABLES
•GERMA DE SOY

LARGE BURGER COMBO
Large Hamburger,
Reg . Fries & 20 oz. Drink
with cheese 30¢ extra

•

zs:

The Courtyard

540IN.I0thSt.,#ll5
McA//en f 686-5437

Oriental Food Supermarket

We offer the most complete varieties of Asian
Foods. Top Quality, Fresh Tofu, Soybean milk,
canned and frozen Asian food all at
GREAT PRICES!

~

~

1205 S. Closner • Edinburg • 383-5388
Across from HEB on Bus. 281

•FROZE FOODS
•CA
ED FOODS
•DRIED FOODS
•HEALTH FOODS
•COOKWARE
•DISHWARE

!
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SAVE BIG

STARS
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LOVE 'EM
. ,
OPEN DAILY 7 A M SUN
, · ,
DAYSA.M.

~

Mon.-Sat.•10a.m.to5:30p.m.
Thurs. - Open 'Iii 7 p.m.

::J

DA/LYA/SES

EDINBURG . . . . 383-0725

McALLEN'S UPSCALE
RESALE PLACE

~ Wo,:e~s:~ru/:;;dren

MEXICAN FOOD TO GO
'------.....--J
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La Fuerza to headline Great Pumpkin
Jason Guiterrez
Staff Reporter

La Fuerza debuted on the Tejano
scene in August of 1993, winning
first place in a contest entitled
"Tejano Stars of the Future." Upon
realizing their potential after the
contest, La Fuerza has been received enthusiastically by audiences at festivities , benefits and
social events. Students wi II get a
chance to see the
band perform at
the Carnival of
the Great Pumpkin on Oct. 28 at
the Fieldhouse.
The nine members of the band in- - - .
elude Joey Fuentist (Lead Vocalist), Joe Hernandez (Director/Guitari !,, t/B ack up vocals), Bernie
, Aguilar (Drums), Jacob Cortez
(Ba~s/Guitar/Backup Vocals), Cris
Perales (Keyboards), Lee Roy
Caberra (Saxo phone) , Javier
Franco (Keyboards), Joe Escalante
Martin
and
(Accordion),
Hernandez (Manager).
"We have recently signed with
Voltage Entertainment who have
been pulling us away from the Valley. In addition, we have a sponsorship from Bud-Light," Martin

Hernandez, Manager of La Fuerza,
said.
According to Hernandez, the
band has been playing in several
markets over the state and m
Mexico.
"We have performed in
Monterey and the crowd went
crazy: it was standing room only,"
Hernandez said.
Hernandez
m e n tioned
how the
market in
Mexico
~
-:::,.- h a s

....,-

--

----

~

boomed
while
~
~ they
have em--..,_
braced the Tejano industry.
"It's amazing to ee how the
Tejano indu try has grown and
hopefully if we work hard enough,
we will be a part of the business
for years to come," he said.
Hernandez states that the group
tand out musically with the talent of each musician bringing
omething pecial into the group.
"We have created and written a
tyle that sounds and stands on its
own, the ound of La Fuerza," he
said.
Hernandez said that he is espe-

Advertise

,D

in

'

THE Crossword

cially looking forward to the performance on campus because the
band hasn 't had the opportunity to
play in the Valley since they have
signed with Voltage Entertainment.
"Voltage has been booking us
everywhere else but the Valley and
we can never forget that the Valley is home for us," he said.
According to Hernandez, the
band wa formed out of We Jaco
and since then the group ha taken
off but they do want to perform
more in the Valley.
"The people of the Valley are the
same people who have made the
group, we wouldn't be at thi stage
in our career if it wasn't for their
support," he said.
La Fuerza is currently working
on their new album and they will
film two videos for the new album.
"We have been blessed with talented musicians who are always
striving to do their best whether its
a live performance or recording,"
Hernandez said.
He also said that the group will
continue to expand musically and
they hope it will be to their
audience's liking.
"No one knows if anything i for
sure in thi business but hopefully
if we continue to work hard and
grow mu ically we will be in this
business for a while."

ACROSS
1 Take a dip
5 Clerics
10 Cat's-paw
14 Ore vein
15 Playground
feature
16 Strong desire
17 Eng . river
18 Sword
19 Steak order
20 Tardy
22 Stinging plants
24 Apple centers
26 Nothing
27 Mother or lather
30 Serene
35 Stir to action
36 Hospital section
37 Mentally healthy
38 Make a mistake
39 Milk farms

DOWN
1 Hunk
2 Worked a loom
3 Graven image
4 Threatens
5 State as true
6 Cutting tool
7 Baby garment
8 First garden
9 Lover's song
10 Shell-covered
creatures
11 Exam type

,

,-------- ------,

LaJaiba

Seafood Restaurant
Fish plate, Shrimp plate or
Combo plate with French fries,
hush puppies &
salad.

$4.50

r.:
f

4
316-347
orders to go

HOURS:
Tues• Sat

\,..

I

I

A SWERS

12 Fairy tale
monster
13 Dregs
21 Softened the
color of
23 Nervous twitch
25 Most thin
27 Fourth estate
28 Main artery
29 Countrified
31 Cleveland" s
waterfront
32 Disloyal
33 Bring together
34 Foot pedal
36 Artifice
40 Stirs up
41 Practices boxifl!
44 Chivalrous
47 Arms
storehouse
49 Border
50 Divisions of
society
53 Relieved
54 School subject
55 Toward shelter
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Sunday: 3:00 p.m.
Fine Arts
Auditiorium
University profe or Dahlia
Guerra a part of a trio will
perform a variety of classical
works. For further information
call 38 1-347 1.
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56 Brainstorm
57 Alaskan city
59 Exploding star

60Walked
61 Logger's tools
64 High card

Arrange official and leisure travel
Airline and rail ticketing
Guaranteed lowest applicable airfares
Hotel and car arrangements
Customized and pre-packaged tours
All-inclusive cruise vacations
Group Travel - student organizations
We do not charge for our service

Sato'Iraver

Mon -Sat 11 a.m. -9 p.m.
524 W. University Dr.
Ed inb urg

"I

,

Stop by our campus office at University Center Room
319 or call at 316-1971 for your travel needs.

with UTPA I.D.

' '

Classical guitarist and UTPA
instructor Eduardo Miranda will
perform works by Issac Albeniz,
J.S . Bach, Antonio Lauro,
Fernando Sor and Francisco
Tarrea. For ticket information
call 381-3471.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Friday: 8:00 p.m. Fine
Arts Auditorium

42 54
43 Male deer
45 Great JOY
46 Glue
48 Wages
50 One·s life work
51 Illuminated
52 A btt of crying
54 Postal employee
58 Agrees to
62 ··Hawkeye··
63 Breakfast bread
65 Mrs. Charles
66 Youthful suffix
67 Alex Trebek, for
one
68 Confess
69Warmth
70 Gardener's
need
71 Striplings

"

/"

A Full Service 'lravel Company

I"Sunday: 4

Kafecito's
400 Nolana - McAllen
Dr. Dorey Schmidt will be
among the four featured writers
who will read from their works
Sunday afternoon. Admi sion is
free.

kinko•s
the copy center
LATE NIGHT COPIES
8:00PM till Mid11ig/11
Just Bring iu this Co1111011 fo r

S,·lf

S,·1·1•c

3 I / 2 ft '--:--\

Color Copies • Binding
IBM 6 e Desktop Publishing
O p,•11 !.i IIOl 'RS J:·1·t-r\' D t1\'

7 l>a\"s a Wn·k ·
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TWO GREA T PART IES
Plus

3 DRIN K SPEC IALS
...-

-
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B 'PM TO 11 'PM

ANY D'RINI( IN THE l(LUB

=

All Exotic Drinks 75 ¢
Long Island's - Se>< On The Beach - etc

All Import ed Be ers 75¢
Shiner Bock - Heineken - Z1rno's - etc . .

All Sch napps 75 ¢
Jagerrneffter - Goldschlager- etc ..

A ll Prem ium Drinks 75 ¢
Chlvos • Crown - Jack Daniels - etc ..

(Anything You Want!)

~,v~ 100BAR DRINK~ AND DRAFT~ TO 11
$'.:It ICEHOUSE All nmu, (Lo~:::cks)
Wi31lE•Ji~l~1~t•K•Uiiffllilf~~ll•l
Alwuy ~ Two 1?uriie ~
1ST FLOOR-RETRO NIGHT 2NDrlOOR-Live ~ock

Relive The Music OfThe @mil MleNAC1
70's And Early80's THI: CORE

II
SATU RDA Y
OPEN ONE EXTRA HOUR

Elar & Dance Floor Open Till 3A.M

-1~1Ji!mm!~2,~mm
Fl,...t F l o o r

·

IOOI S. IOth.St. . i\kAlll'II, T X
( 2 l01682--IO-t0 Fax! 2 H1 1<,82--tO U

2214 N. Tenth St. · McAllen · 682-4940
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p.m.

Second Floor

25¢ DRINKS, 25¢ BEER, 8 TO 9:45
NC> COVE R TILL 9:45
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Omar Gonzalez
Features Editor

Many people across the Valley
love to celebrate Halloween, and
it has become one of the most
popular holidays, next to Christmas. However, many people don't
know how the holiday came to be.
Halloween is believed to come
from the Celtic festival of
Samhain which wa celebrated
about 2,000 years ago. The Celts
celebrated the beginning of the
new year on Nov. 1. A festival
began the previous evening to
honor the Samhain, Celtic lord of
death, and it also marked the begi nning season of cold, darkness
.and decay.
The celebration quickly became
associated with human death,
earth for that one evening.
Afterwards, the Romans conquered the Celts and combined
some of the Celtic beliefs with
their own. The event became was
known and "Feralia" and was
held in October to honor the dead.
During the 800s, the Roman
Catholic Church established All
Saints Day in which everyone was
to honor the dead on the second
day of November. Later, the holy
day became known as All Souls
Day.
The cu toms of Halloween, trick
or treating and the co tumes, developed among several group of
Celt in Ireland. Poor celts paraded around town begging for
food to honor Muck Olla, a god.
The leader of the parade dressed
in white robe and a mask made
from the head of an animal. Scotland natives paraded around town

The Pan American/Photo Illustration by Liza Longoria

Ghost sight ings and supernatural encounters may be rare occurances, but some people have exp erienced them. Halloween Is t he tlm
season when these happenings are at a peak .

carrying torches and lighting bonfires to drive off witches and other
evil spirits.
The English had a different tradition all together. Families would
gather around a fire and tell ghost
stories while they ate apples and
nuts. Beggars of England would

go from hou e to house a-sou.ling
(begging). They would receive
soulcakes in exchange for their
word to say a few prayers for the
dead.
Today, Halloween is practiced
by dressing up as a scary character, celebrity or fantasy charac-

ter. People, mainly children, go
from hou, e to house "trick or
treating" for candy and other sugary items. Parties where adults
dre s up are al o held during the
late hours of the night. Also,jacko' -lanterns are displayed for decorations giving a haunting effect.

Risin g from the dead
Omar Gonzalez
Features Editor

A while back, Halloween was
not con idered to be a very popular holiday. Many people didn't
want to celebrate it becau e it
ymbolize the devil.
But in a surprising turn of
events, Halloween has now become one of the most popular
event after Chri tma . Retailer
are showing a tremendous increase in Halloween paraphanalia
this year than years before.
Why has the popularity of Halloween grown so much?
"People like to dre sup as their
favorite actor or idol," Yancey
Quintanilla. broadcastjournali m

senior, said. "They get to hide behind someone, and be someone
they're not."
For others, it allows them to
show a ide that although they're
made fun of, they magnify to the extreme.
"It's the only
day that gives
people the opportunity to look
ugly and act tupid, "
Patty
Cavazos, sociology junior, aid.
But to others, the
my tery of the holiday is
what captures the attention for
them.
"There is a certain my tic feel

Halloween safety tips
Javier Rodriguez. Edinburg police officer, provides saftey tip o that you,
your children. or little brothers and i ters can have a safe Halloweeen.
1.) Inspect all candy before eating.

to lighted

4.) Wear tenni
sh0es instead of ({
high heels.
5.) Look

both ways before crossing streets.

do that. It is a tradition and it is
controlled so that people don't go
out killing everyone."
Halloween also allows for
people to explore the state of death
and what it feels like to be dead.
"It's about death," Gabriela
Lorenzo, communications senior,
said. "People are curious about
death and what happens to them
in the afterlife. They get to dress
up and ee what they would look
like in hell."
The growing popularity of Halloween could also be attributed to
the increa e of science ficiton
shows such as the X-Files, Forever
Knight, and Star Trek. But, whatever the rea on, Halloween's
popularity is phenomenal.

Halloween Top Ten:
Things that tick off Casper the Friendly Ghost

6.) Wear light colored clothing.

2.) Walk treets with
a flashlight.
3.) Paint your
face instead of
wearing a mask. ~

around Halloween," Norma
Hinojosa, education sophomore,
aid. "It's mysterious and scary."
Halloween doe not only
allow for the mystery, but
for a person to divulge
a side of themselves that is
kept dormant
for sometime.
"Everybody has a
dark, evil side
to them and everybody wants to
let it out," Guruka
0 orio, international business
ophomore, aid. "Halloween is
the official holiday that lets people

8.) Trick-or.:.....:'!:~l>..l!Z:"7"';-'\' Treat with a buddy
or with a group or
an adult.

9.) Don't go
with strangers.
10.) Stay in
neighborhood
you are familiar with.

The Pan American wishes you a safe and
Happy Halloween

10. Singing career not materialtzmg.

I

+t~u't J 7,,t,p
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____
_
Holly _____
Meisel
_;_

5. Idiots who
a k him to pose
for a snapshot.

9. The way his girlfriend ghost
calls him "Casper the Big-Flin
Gho t".

4. When dry cleaner accidentally switches dress for Pillsbury
doughboy costume.

8. The bigger kids aren' t buying hi glow-in-the-dark action
figures.

3. Whimpy whiny voice alway gets him carded at clubs.

7. People who stare at the lining of his underwear.

2. Every birthday the same
thing: gift certificate to JC
Penny's White Sale.

6. Some punk guy flying a
plane has to start racing him.

1. Tho e damn Ghostbusters
never give up!

of t he

Tales f roin
the crypt
Students tell of their own encounters
with the supernatural
ame withheld upon request

One day in the late 1980s, a car
full of teenagers was driving on
Sam Houston Street between San
Benito and Rio Hondo. They were
speeding down the road and they
lost control of their vehicle. They
crashed-into a tree aero the tree
from the Mont Meta Cemetery.
Now whe11ever you speed down
the road'by the Mont Meta Cemetery you can hear the dead teenagers yelling at you to slow down.
Lena Rios, undeclared freshman

One night, as I looked foward
to a good night's sleep, I closed
my bedroom door, turned out the
lights and made myself comfortable. I suddenly felt a warm wavelike sensation on my feet. Thinking it was my mother leaning lo
shut my window as she usually
did, I dismis ed the urge to look
and tried to go to sleep. The warm
en at ion started traveling up
through my calves up to my
thighs. I realized this could not be
my mom. But who could it be?
She was the only one who got up
during the night. Also, I had not
heard any noise or the door open,
o it couldn't be my clumsy
brother trying to pull a prank on
me. My imagination and subconcious went wild thinking it could
be omething supernatural. I decided not to move or open my eyes
to find out what would happen
next. The warm sensation traveled up until it stopped at the nape
of my neck. Next I felt a hand slap
me on the back of the head and I

heard a voice faintly calling my
name. The second I felt the slap I
opened my eyes and picked up my
head. I felt nothing! I saw neither
anyone nor anything, and the door
was closed. I was very scared, so
I got out of bed as fast as I could
and opened the door and turned
the light on. Nothing happened. I
ran rough the hall checking in
my brother's and my parents'
rooms, ut they were all asleep.
The only answer I could think of
was that it had to have been a supernatural experience. The next
morning I told my parents and my
brother about what had happened
during the night. My mother recommended praying every night to
drive whatever spirit that was
away from my room. Now I keep
my bedroom door open at night o
that if the spirit visits again, someone in the house can hear my
struggle and come to help.
Name withheld upon request

A ghost is said to haunt a hou e
in La Joya where be wreaks havoc
on a familiy. Bed sheets are pulled
off of sleeping family members,
footsteps are heard walking and
running down the hallway. A
shadow figure pulls people's hair
while they are sleeping.
These events surround the legend of a man who stole gold from
Indians and buried it on the property on which the house was built.
He is said to be protecting his
gold; however, the only people
affected are women. They are the
only ones the ghost haunts.
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RECENTLY.
MORNINGSTAR CALLED
US CHEAP.
IT'S NOT EVERY DAY
YOU GET ACOMPLIMENT
LIKE THAT.
J\ II financial companies charge operating fees
fl. and expenses -some more than others. Of
course, the lower the expenses you pay, the better. That way more of your money goes where it
shou ld -towards building a comfortable future.

We make low expenses a high priority.
Because of our size and our exclusive focus
on serving the needs of educational and research
communities, TIAA-CREF's costs are among the
lowest in the insurance and mutual fund indus-

HURRY!''

You -know where
to call but do you have
the mobile phone to call with?

fees aside from a very modest operating expense
of 1/4 of I% of annuity assets. Interest and dividends are reported after all operating costs have
been deducted. Standard & Poor's calls TIAA's
costs "exceptionally low."◄
Of course, expenses are only one factor to
consider when you make an investment decision.
While we're committed to keeping our expenses
down, we spare nothing in striving to provide
top-quality investment choices, financial expertise, and personal service. Because that can make
a difference in the long run, too.

• Every Phone in Stock FREE!*
• NEC &Motorola Pagers FREE!*
• FREE Accessories!
• FREE "The Club" The nafionally

tries. 1

In fact, Morningstar, lnc.- one of the
nation's leading sources of variable annuity and
mutual fund information-says, "Size isn't a constraint; it. .. enables CREF to realize a remarkable
economy of scale."' According to Morningstar's
data, CREr's "minuscule " 0.31% average fund
expense charge was less than half that charged
by cbmparable funds.'
TIAA's traditional annuity also charges no

TIAA-CREF seeks performance, not profit.
At TIAA-CREF, we believe people would
like to spend more on retirement, not on their
retirement company. If you'd like to see how
our approach can help keep more of your money
working for you, call us at l 800 842-2776 (8
a.m. to 11 p.m. ET, weekdays). We'd consider it
a compliment.

advertised anfi-car theft device..

TtCLUB
Mffl--TIUT HVa~,2!!

• No processing.fees,,
no programming rees

@
Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."'

Southwestern Bell
Mobile Systems
Authorized Agent

®

CELLULAR PHONES: ONE OF LIFE'S NECESSITIES
I. St,r11darrl ,,• p,.,,;, /,.n,ro11rr &tuiv A11al!J,liJ, 1995; Lipper Analytial Services, Inc., Lipp,,-Dirrrl,.,-,' A,ra/ytiml Data, 1995 (Quarterly).
2. Source: Morni"4!'tar, Varurbl, Am1111/1r,luf, 4/12196. 3. Of the 2,368 variable annuity funds tracked by Momill&"IM,
the average fund had annual e,rpcnocs of 0.78% plus an insurance c,rpcn.. of 1.24%. Source: Morningstar, Inc., for periods
ending July 31, 1995. ◄. ,,,nJ.:,rrJ c; p,..,.; /,.,ura,ta- Ratu•.¥ 11,,a/y,;,, 1995.
TIAA-CREF expcn,cs are subicct to change and are not guaranteed for the future. CREF i, a variable annuity and its returns arc not guaran•
teed. The value oryou I' invc5tmcnt can go up or down, no matter what expense level• arc. CRE~ ccr1ificatc1 'are distributed by TIAA-CREF
Individual and ln1titu1ional Services. For mo,c complete information, including charge• and expenses, ca.JI I 800 ~2-2773, extension 5509,
for a pl"08pecrus. Read chc P.roapec1ua carefully before you invest or send money. Date of first use: 7/95.

EDINBURG Echo Hotel Center 380-3000
BROWNSVILLE
305 Boca Chica Tower

607 W Harrison

WESLACO
617 S Texas

1820N10th

544-3000

412-3000

968-3000

RIO GRANDE CITY
1300 WMain

631-3000

481-8000

HARLINGEN

McALLEN

MUZAK'° HOURS: Mon· Fri 9:30 - 5:30 Sat 10:00 - 1:00
•Certain terms and conditions apply. This otter expires October 31, 1995.
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Oct. 27 . Volleyball vs. Arkansas-Little Rock 7:15 p.m., HPEII
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Oct. 28 • Volleyball vs. Louisiana Tech 7:15 p.m., HPEII

Runners
face tough
compet ition
in Sun Belt ·

Lady Broncs hope
to eagle at tourney
Melissa Vasquez
Sports Editor

Coming off an eighth place finish at the Brooks Medical SupplyPepsi Tournament at Arkansas
State last week the Lady Bronc
Golf team is hoping to turn things
around at the Lady Cardinal Invitational in Beaumont where they
plan to place as one of the top
team s in the tourney. Head
women's golf coach Cindi Padgett
said that the Pepsi tournament was
one of the worst perfonnances that
the women have had since the beginning of the program. The Lady
Broncs were picked to win the
tournament.
"The girls did not like the golf
course and there were some conditions that made it more difficult,
but everybody played the same
golf course, so we can't say it was
the golf course it was really more
our attitude about the golf course
that hurt us," Padgett said.
This upcoming tournament will
be very important as the Lady
Broncs progress throughout the

season and with Lamar University
hosting this showdown Padgett is
looking for some major competition from the Lady Cardinals.
"Lamar has won our conference
the last couple of years and maybe
further back than that," she said.
"That is always somebody we are
looking to beat."
Other teams teeing off in Beaumont will be Arkansas State, Arkansas-Little Rock both of which
did a number on the Lady Broncs
last week.
Also this will be the first time in
the season that face Baylor University, Kansas State, Tulane University, University of Oregon and
Hardin-Simmons University.
Going to the tournament will be
Nancy Verastegui, Michelle
Cabrera and Jennifer Merino so far,
because the other players are still
qualifying in practice rounds, according to Padgett.
The next tournament the women
will participate in will be at Georgia State University in the Lady
Panther Tournament on Nov. 6-7.

TCU sweeps UTPA Men's Golf
TCU sophomore Grady Girard eagled the first hole Tuesday with a
35-foot putt, then shot a 69 to break the medalist record as the Homed
Frogs swept the UTPA Golf Classic. Girard, who lives close to 2,500
miles away in Newport, Vermont, posted two 68 rounds Monday. His
total of 205 strokes bested par by 11 strokes. He beat by one stroke the
tournament record that Jeff Willis of Oklahoma City set in 1984. Brent
Wolf of TCU took second at 211 as the Homed Frogs stampeded to
four of the top five places in a 56-man ft Id. Nathan Main of TexasArlington held third at 2 12, but TCU's Albert Ochoa saved fourth at
213 and J.J. Henry got fifth at 214.
TCU's 842 wa 23 under par, three short of the team record set by
Texas-Pan American in 1990. TCU beat runner-up Texas Arlington 's
869 by 27 strokes. Abilene Christian took third at 877. UTPA was
fourth at 883. Next came Wichita State 886, Lamar 900, Southern
Illinois 938, Incarnate Word 941 and Texas Lutheran 947.

Melissa Vasquez
Sports Editor

The men and women's cross
country teams will compete Saturday in the Sun Belt Conference
Championship in Bowling Green,
Ky.
Head cros country coac h Reid
Harter is expecting both teams to
place in the top three with the men
placing third and the women second, he said.
"It looks like a good and tough
meet right in the mix of things,"
Harter said. " On paper the fav9rite for the women is ArkansasLittle Rock; and in the men, it is
We tern Kentucky. If you rank us
on paper, the men would be third
and the women second, but we are
hoping to improve on that."
Harter has not decided on whom
he will take to the championship
meet because it is a hard decision
to make, especially since all his
runners have the potential to compete in a meet of this caliber.
"Everybody is running so well;
it is a tough decision to make and
so I will probably make my decision at the last minute," he said.
Competitors include teams such
as Jacksonville, South Alabama,
Southwestern Louisiana, Louisiana Tech and others.
Last week they competed in the
Southwest Texas State Meet. Both
the men and the women placed
second in their divisions. Elizabeth
Ortega, who finished first with a
The Pan American/ Eddie Garza time of 11 :29, led the women,
Golfer Mike Perez measures up for the final putt of a hole during the UTPA lntercol•
while Miguel Chuca, who took
legiate Golf Classic at the Cimarron in Mission. UTPA's No. 1 team was ranked 4th
fourth place with a 14:58, led the
while the No. 2 team was ranked 10th in the 10-team tournament.
men.

nual
Golf Classic

UTPA
Final Team Standings (54 holes)
1. Texas Christian University 284-276-282-842
2, UT-Arlington
296-283-290-- 869
3. Abilene Christian U.
286-294-297- 877
4. UT-Pan American No. 1
297-288-300- 883
5. Wichita State
291-194-301- 886
6. Lamar
309-300-291 - 900
7. Southern llllnols
313-311·314- 938
8, Incarnate Word
313-315-313-941
9. Texas Lutheran
323-304-320- 947
10. UT-Pan American No. 2 330-311-308- 949

TPA Men's Individual Statistics
9. Culley Howard (UTPA #1) 75-70-73 - 218
14, Mike Perez (UTPA #1)
71-74-75 ·· 220
19. Inigo Del Val (UTPA #1) 76-73-75- 224
20. Joe Mitchell (UTPA #1) 75.73.77 - 225
28. Ronnie Lopez (UTPA #2) 77-76-76 -- 229
29. Chris Trevino (UTPA 11) 81-70-78 - 229
32. Bobby Salinas (UTPA 12) 79-77-74 -230
41. Rex Flores (UTPA #2)
86-72-78 - 236
47. Toby Grubert (UTPA #1) 81-80-79- 240
53. Marc Diaz (UTPA #2)
88-86-80 - 254

Into the swing of things
Men's tennis team competes in Ro/ex Region 6
Qualifying Tournament in Fort Worth
Carlos Ybanez
Assistant Sports Editor

Having practiced many long
hard hour , the men's and women's
tennis teams are ready for action .
This semester is a nontraditional
season for tenni play, but head
coach Greg Hilley has been preparing his team for the upcoming
tournament.
The men 's tennis team will play
in the Rolex Region 6 Qualifying
Tournament at Texas Christian
University in Fort Worth. The
team will be sending six of their
top nine players. Coach Hilley has
yet to determine the ranks of the
players.
"We are in the process of playing challenge rounds," Hilley said.
"Our four top playe rs are Jes us
Garcia, Brian Smith, Rafael
Gonzalez, and Gianni Von Naeher,
but all other players will be able to
move up in the round robin tournament."
It is possible for Alex Rasera,

Horacio Gutierrez, Greg Lawrie
and newcomers Iulius Minco and
Ulf Kuschke to move up. Coach
Hilley is matching the team's players against each other. The result
of these matches will determine
who will compete in the tournament.
"We are very anxious to start
playing," Hilley said. "We want
to get back into the swing of things
and build up to the season in January."
The team has been concentrating on playing a lot of points and
not missing any shots in their up
coming tournament.
"We are working on developing
points and choice of shots," Hilley
said.

Last weekend the Lady Bronc
tennis team came up short in their
first tournament of the season. At
the UTSA Tennis Tournament,
Karen Bowley lost two close duels in three days. andwiched between her los.·es was a 6-2, 6-0 \'ictory over Susan Finkelstein of St.
Edwards.
Bowle) reached the second
round in consolation singles where
she lost to D' Anne Eilers of UTSA
6-1, 6-7, 6-4. Bowley and double
partner Jessica Garcia lo t to Angela Green and Britney Mike a of
Southwest Texas 6-1, 6-4. All four
Lad, Broncs lost in the first round
of Frida) 's singles.
Bo" le1 dropped a c lo ·e match
to Jennifer Hilton of Lamar 5-7,
6- 1, 6-3. Criste( Escalona lo t to
Jennifer Schaffer of St. Edward's
6-0, 6-4; Jessica Sanchez lost to
Cindy Wimpess ofho~t Texas San
Antonio 6-1, 6-4; and Erica
Sanchez lost to Eilers, UTSA, by
default.

D Sports Column

Loss of teams may bring loss of fans
In the world of professional sports, where size and modem professional world with such a deficit.
money have become dominant elements, it appears
One can give McLane a nice round of applause
that the City of Houston doe not make the final cut. for hi efforts. While Adams is busy concerning
First it was the Houston Oilers who were packing
himself with relocating to Na hville and their
their bags, led by their outrageous owner, Bud
greener- cash pastures, McLane has been out
Adams, for a journey to Nashville. Yet, before the
pounding the drum of support for his team.
shock disappeared, sports fans in Houston received
Despite his efforts, it is very clear that without
a econd sucker-punch in the gut.
extensive corporate support and a vital renewal in
It has been widely reported that - - - - - - - - - - - - - local interest, the Astros cannot
the city' baseball team, the
and will not remain in Houston ...
Houston Astros, are unhappy with
Mark Milam
which is terrible for many; but
their current financial situation
that is the way the ball bounces
and a dwindling fan base over the past season . Now
on today's turf.
the team' owner, Drayton McLane Jr., has revealed
My next question becomes what will they do
that he is considering selling the team to Virginia
with the Astrodome?
businessman Bill Collins. The deal would mean that
I guess the sports fans of Hou ton can go see all
the Astros would move to Washington, D.C., and
the rodeos and monster truck shows that one
become the Virginia Fury, while McLane would
could possible stand- as if that would make up
remain behind counting the $160 million Collins
for the lo s of two major sports teams, not even
will dish out for the team. In response to the uproar,
hardly. Also, as far as the Houston Rockets, how
McLane has announced that he will not discuss the
long will it be before they get a better offer and
pos ible deal until after the World Series.
are out the door?
What thi means to the citizens of Houston is that
What started as a great idea, the relocating of
after this eason they could be left with only one
teams to new venues, has become a
sports team. After all the packing and half-hearted
di ease in the year 1995.
good-byes, the basketball team, the Houston
Houston only has to look to
Rockets, will be all that is left for the true
L.A. for a horrible example
sports fan. Fortunately, it is the only organizaof the disease. That town
tion that has brought pride and glory to Houswhich lost both its footb~ll
ton in recent years. The town that was nickteams in one season, is
named 'Choke City' became 'Clutch City'
facing the awful prospect of
only after the Rocket dominated the BA the
not having a NFL team for
last two ea. ons. It was a team to be proud of; and
several seasons to come.
after di'imal results from a football team and sloppy
Imagine what Houston's
attitudes from a baseball organization , the city and
chances will be for a new team
its fans had every reason to celebrate. Now they
once they lose the Oilers; then
have every rea on to be mad as hell!
remember the Joss of the Astros
Oiler owner Adam is unhappy about where he
as well. The notion of relocating
plays and the revenue he returns to his fat wallet
teams could prove to be the
On the other hand, Astro owner McLane loves the
final injustice to all the
City of Houston, but the fans obviou ly do not
sports fans who have any
reciprocate tho e feelings. The bottom line is that
.
sense of respect or regard
the fan are not coming to the game ; they are not
left for profess1_onal sports- if there is any of
filling the . eats ; and the money is not pouring in.
them left at all m this shrinking world of sports
McLane has claimed he ha lost $20 million thi
and ~pectators ; or am I the only one left in the
season and that he cannot run a team in today's
stad mm when they turn off the lights!
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